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THE MUSICAL TIMES 
AND SINGING-CLASS CIRCULAR. 

JANUARY I, 1883. 

THE NEW YEAR. 
ABOUT this time in the last century the political 

world was just on the spin, and nearing the vortex 
of the French revolution. Six years hence we shall 
be celebrating the centenary of that event. Many 
learned navigators in political science will be calcu- 
lating the distance we have run and what are our 
bearings after a century of new methods of propulsion, 
and when we may expect to sight the lights or head- 
lands of Utopia. There are not a few musicians who, 
in taking a similar retrospect in connection with 
their own art, have come to the conclusion that we 
are already in soundings, but that it is no promised 
land which is ahead of us. In short, they think we 
are in difficulties, and that music is falling on evil 
days. The raw material of the art, they tell us, is 
becoming exhausted. There are others who, sanguine 
in temperament and busy in their professional calling, 
would smile at such a fantastic conception of the 
future of their art. They found their belief on prac- 
tical knowledge, both of men and music, and think 
naturally that so long as people have fingers and 
throats they will play and sing, and business will be 
brisk. The common-sense view of the professor is 
like that of the cobbler who, without any particular 
ideal or cosmogony, has a lively faith in the eternity 
of soles and upper-leathers. Still, the alarmists are 
far from being irrational. It is not only that the 
twelve semitones of the pianoforte have been fingered 
and thumbed into a tonicless pulp, but the primitive 
sounds and surroundings out of which the art of each 
nation has been partly evolved-hill and plain, 
sunshine and storm, the wind, the sea, the pipe, 
the horn-have been so used up in drama and 
symphony that in search of material we are now 
driven to the tent of the gipsy or into the nether- 
world of the Nibelung. There is always a glint of 
hope in a never failing direction-religion-as well 
as in physical science. Whilst the one provides us 
with methods and means-new strings, as it were-- 
the other will stir them, fitfully but steadfastly. M. 
Gounod, if we can believe his interpreter in a recent 
interview, is of opinion that the characteristics of 
the music of the future will be simplicity and power. 
The same idea has occurred to many; and it only 
expresses negatively what has already been said in 
regard to the exhaustion of the materials of the art, 
except that it may specially refer to the technical 
resources by the aid of which compositions of the 
day are spun out and mesthetically coloured in 
dainty but fleeting tints. There is no objection to 
the colours, or to the weft or warp. The machinery 
and taste are perfect; but the stuff is defective, and, 
we may depend upon it, the fashion is about to 
change in respect to the material. Science points to 
ultimate redemption in just intonation and new 
qualities of tone-a combination that might endow 
the art with fresh powers and a kind of gorgeous 
simplicity of effect admirably suited for accompani- 
ment to the higher class of declaimed or intoned 
drama. But musicians, for the present, have natur- 
ally a dread of any such revolution consigning the 
cherished masterpieces of absolute music, if not to obli- 
vion, to a secondary position, besides rendering the 
labours of their own lives useless ; for none but a genius 
of the first order can handle new materials effectively. 
Whether musicians like it or no, the prevailing torpor 

in the inventive faculties of the musical world proves 
that there is a hitch somewhere. The year opens 
again on the whole of Europe with a complete dearth 
of novelty. The men who are to the front, are old 
or middle-aged; and we know more or less all they 
are likely to accomplish. We have been informed, 
and suppose it to be true, that Mr. Carl Rosa has 
lately taken a round amongst the lyric theatres in 
Germany. He reports that the managers in the 
Fatherland repeat the same tale one after the other. 
" Give us," they say, " something-anything. We 
can find nothing that is new, or that will do." It is 
quite possible they may have asked, " Have you 
anything for us in England ? " We cannot under- 
take to say what Mr. Carl Rosa may have replied; 
but not very long since, had we been in his position, 
we should have said, " No." Few would have the 
hardihood to say so now. In no part of Europe is 
there at this moment so vigorous and promising a 
musical awakening as in our own country. We have 
lately quite lost a somewhat objectionable provincial 
accent; and henceforth we shall be received into 
good continental society, and treated as one of the 
family of musical nations-even if for a time we are 
petted as a returned prodigal. Our younger com- 
posers have already extended our new-born fame 
beyond the four seas, and in opera we can look 
forward a few months hence to another and brilliant 
example of native talent. The only fear is that, in 
losing our provincial manners, we may be too eager 
to be of " very soft society, and great showing," and 
insist upon talking high German. For the moment 
it is true that the accent of the best music in all 
countries-Italy included-is German. It was not 
always so in Germany itself; and the accent begins to 
show signs of decay and innovation, which may sooner 
or later mar its general acceptance. The greatest com- 
posers, like very great authors in literature or science, 
belong to no nationality. The same may be said of all 
academic music. The true native element is best 
reflected in opera, and in the operas of minor com- 
posers, such as Kreutzer, Bishop, Balfe, Marschner, 
and-to rise in the scale-Weber and Auber, who 
were certainly not minor composers, nor were they 
giants. One of these days someone with sufficient 
knowledge and leisure will take up the subject 
" minor composers," and show us how the popular 
element they preserved gave staying power and 
individuality to rising art. It may be the duty of 
pedagogues to point to the highest examples and to 
disparage the rest ; but it is not always wise. The 
other day we read a review of what was no doubt an 
excellent work by a lady, and entitled " Children's 
Tales: Moral and Otherwise." The reviewer seemed 
to prefer those that were " otherwise." What he 
meant is what we all mean by mildly protesting 
against dogmatic and academic injunctions. As for 
high moral imitations of great masters, we have 
been long enough in tow of Germany. It is time 
we slipped the hawser and sailed away under our 
own musical ensign. We must not forget that there 
are philologists who look upon us as Dutchmen 
speaking with a Celtic accent. Between the English 
Teuton and that portion of modern Germany which 
has lately, and indeed for a century and more, in- 
fluenced her music there is no racial sympathy. 
We have in our own islands Celtic tribes of high 
musical gifts; we have our own musical traditions, 
as well as our own native moor and fell, and grange, 
and waving woodlands. The spirit of these dwells 
in our own simple music, and would thrive in more 
modern and complex forms, provided they are not 
cut-and-dry reproductions of old models. What we 
have to seek is to express our own English thoughts 
in an accent sufficiently conventional and refined 
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to be universally accepted. The country in which 
the merely national accent is best preserved is 
Spain; and it ranks below England and Russia as a 
musical country, supposing the test of rank to be 
the number of composers of European fame a 
country produces. A fondness for music is no test 
at all; and a too liberal patronage of exotic music and 
foreign artists is a proof of native inferiority. There 
is indeed another test-the national receptivity or 
sense of music. English deficiency in that respect 
is for us the most practical consideration at the 
present hour. What is now being done in the way of 
elementary musical education and in popularising 
the study of music will tend to renew the musical 
sense which certainly existed to some extent in 
England, irrespective of Celtic Britain, two or three 
centuries ago, and perhaps more in the last century 
than in this. We fear we should have to leave strictly 
musical considerations were we to attempt to pursue 
the subject. It is sufficient to remember that, with 
all our superior advantages at this period, the people 
in our towns, and particularly in the- north, work in- 
cessantly amid dismal surroundings more debasing 
than mere poverty. The Maypole and morris-dance 
were perhaps sorry reliefs to serfdom; but they 
symbolise the wants of our day, and in the last 
century, from the reign of Queen Anne to the early 
part of that of George III., the country, whilst laying 
the foundation of presert day commercial prosperity, 
and with a relatively sparse population, was blest for 
a long period with glorious summers and abundant 
harvests, which made rural England in many respects 
an Arcadia. In our day, rural England is being depopu- 
lated, and in some districts it is a forlorn expanse of 
pasture such as we see in the wilds of Australia; 
whilst the population in general is pressing on the 
resources of the country. Musical culture at the 
Universities, Royal Colleges, and Royal Academies 
will be of little avail unless the heart of the nation 
has room to throb in response to their music and 
react on the higher culture itself. Music is not like 
the study of Greek; it is an active and living in- 
fluence, and would soon die of inanition if separated 
from the national substance. With all our fancied 
grievances, social and artistic, we can still say that 
never had we greater faith in the immediate future 
of English music than at this moment. The new 
year opens most auspiciously, in regard to general 
musical activity, education, trade and mechanical 
invention, as well as to the coveted prospect of taking our due rank amongst nations as creators within 
the limits still left in the music of our era. 

" ELIJAH " 
A COMPARISON OF THE ORIGINAL AND REVISED 

SCORES 

BY JOSEPH BENNETT. 
(Contintuedfrompage 656.) 

PART II. 
THE second part opens in the MS. with a reci- 

tative for tenor, " Elias is come already, and they 
knew Him not, but have done unto Him whatever 
they listed." This recitative, which was sung at 
Birmingham by Mr. Hobbs, did not enter into the 
original plan of the work. Evidence on the point is 
clear, and, moreover, we know that Mendelssohn 
made the addition after his score had been copied 
and bound, the leaf on which the recitative is written 
being pasted in. A pencil note at the head of the 
page runs thus: " This is the beginning of the second 
part.-F. M. B.," while, as though to make assurance 
doubly sure, a second note, "A recit. comes 
before this," prefaces " Hear ye, Israel." The 
recitative is as subjoined:-- 

No. i. 
Sty. 

E - i - as is come al - read- y and they 

knew Him,theyknew Him not, But have done un- to Him what- 

....n - 

- 

-L--- 

- ev er they lis - ted, 
/ J   . 

Its removal after the Birmingham performance was an act of judgment which few will be inclined 
to contest. 

No. 2z.-Aria, "Hear ye, Israel." The text, 
"Who hath believed our report, and to whom is the 
arm of the Lord revealed ?" does not appear in the 
original Adagio of this number. Instead thereof, we 
find the passage given below:- 

No. 2. 

Er hat sein Volk ge - ru - fen a ber sie 
Ob. & Cl. N-I 

str. ?---- -- ,-- 
--d 

mer - ken es nicht, a - ber sie ge-hor-chen 

cres.. sf 

nicht, a-ber sie merken es nicht sie gehorchen nicht. 

Some changes were also made in the scoring of 
the movement, mainly to give the wind parts further 
development, but they are not important enough 
for quotation. 
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